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ABSTRACT 

Let H be an n x n matrix, and let the trace, the rank, the conjugate transpose, 
the Moore-Penrose inverse, and a g-inverse (or an inner inverse) of H be respectively 
denoted by tr H, p(H), H*, H ‘, and Hm This note develops two results: (i) the class 
of idempotent g-inverse of an idempotent matrix, and (ii) if H is an n X n matrix and 
p(H) = t_rH, then tr(H’H’H*)> p(H), and the equality holds iff H is idempotent. 
This result is compared with the previous result of Khatri (1983), and some conse- 
quences of (i) and (ii) are given. 

1. IDEMPOTENT MATRICES AND g-INVERSES 

Let H be an n X n idempotent matrix. Then any g-inverse 
given by 

HP = H +(I - H)Z, + Z,(Z - H) for some matrices Z, 

This can be rewritten as 

H-=H,+H 2, 

HP of H is 

and Z,. 

H,=[Z+(Z-H)Z,]H[Z+Z,(Z-H)] and H2=(Z-H)Z,(Z-H), 

(1) 

where Z,, 2, and Z, are arbitrary matrices. Notice that p(H,) = p(H). 
Observe that H- = H, + H, is idempotent iff 

H,2 + H,H, + H,H, + H,2 = H, + H,. 
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This condition implies 

0 = HZ,( z - H)Z,H = HZ,( I - H)Z,( I - H) = (I - H)Z,J z - H)Z,H, 

H,2 = H,. (2) 

The conditions (2) imply that Hz = H, (i = 1,2) and H,H, = H,H, = 0. Thus 

we get 

THEOREM 1. Let H he an idempotent matrix. Then H- is idempotent iff 

HP = H, + H,, H, = [I +(Z - H)Z,]H[Z + Z,(Z - H)], H, = (I - ZZ)Z, 

(I - H), and Z,, Z,, and Z, satisfy the conditions (2). 

Notice that H, is a reflexive idempotent g-inverse of H (that is, H,HH, = 

H,, HH,H = H, and HF = H,). 

LEMMA 1. Let H be an idempotent matrix and H * be a g-inverse of H. 

Then, H = H * is a Hermitian idempotent matrix. 

Proof. This follows from H, HH *, H *H, and H * being idempotent 
and (H - HH*)(H* - HH*)=(H - HH*)(H - HH*)* = 0. n 

NOTE 1. Lemma 1 can be rewritten in the following way: Let H be a 

non-Hermitian idempotent matrix. Then H * cannot be a g-inverse of H. 

LEMMA 2. Let H be an idempotent matrix and H- H be Hermitian 

idempotent. Then 

H-=H,+H,, 

withH1=H*(HH*)-H[Z+Zz(Z-H)] andH,=(Z-H)Z,(Z-H), where 
Z, and Z, are arbitrary. 

Proof. Notice that from (1) we get that 

H-H=(Z+(Z-H)Z,)H=H*(Z+Z*(Z-H)*) 

is Hermitian, so that [Z +(I - H)ZI]HH* = H*, or (I +(I - H)Z,)H = 
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H *( HH *) ~ H. Hence, HP = + H, 

H1=H*(HH*)-H[Z+Zz(Z-H)] H,=(Z-H)Z,(Z-H). 

n 

NOTE 2. If H and H- are idempotent and H-H is Hermitian, then 

HZ&Z- H)H*=O, 

HZ&Z - H)Z,(Z - H) = 0, 

(I- H)Z,(Z- H)H*=O. 

Thesegive HZ,(Z--H)=HW,R with R={Z-(I-H)H*(H*-HH*)-} 

(I - H), and H, = TW3R is idempotent, where W, and W, are arbitrary and 
T = (I - H){ I - (HW,R)-(HW,R)}. 

Similarly, we can establish 

LEMMAS. Let H be an idempotent matrix and HH- be Hermitian. Then 

H-=H,+H 2, 

H1={Z+(Z-H)Z1}H(H*H)-H* and H,=(Z-H)Z,(Z-H), 

where Z, and Z, are arbitrary. 

Further, if H- is idempotent, then 

(I - H)Z,H = R,W,H, 

and 

H, = R,W,T, T= {z-(R,w,H)(R,W,H)-}(I-H), 

where W, and W, are arbitrary matrices such that H, is idempotent. 
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LEMMA 4. Let H be an idempotent matrix, and let HH- and H H be 
Hermitian idempotent. Then H- = H, + H,, 

Hf=H1=H*(HH*)-H(H*H)-H* and H,=(Z-H)Z:,(Z-H). 

Further, if HP is idempotent, then H must be Hermitian and 

HP=H+H 2, where H, is idempotent. 

Proof. HH- and H-H are Hermitian 2 HH, and H,H are Hermitian. 
ByLemmas2and3,weget Hl=H*(HH*)- H(H*H)-H*=H’. 

Now, for HP to be idempotent, we must have H,, H, idempotent with 
H,H, = H2H, = 0. Now, HF = H, d H, = H *. Further, 

(H*-H*H)(H*-H*H)*=(H*-H*H)(H-H*H) 

=H*H-H*H2-HH2H+(H*Hj2=0 

because HH *H = H and H * are idempotent. Hence H = H *H = H *. This 
proves the lemma. n 

NOTE 3. Let H be a non-Hermitian idempotent matrix. Then there does 
not exist an idempotent g-inverse H of H such that H-H and HH are 
both Hermitian idempotent. 

NOTE 4. If H- = H, + H, is defined in (1) and H is idempotent, then 
H- is reflexive g-inverse of H iff H, = 0. Hence, H’ is idempotent iff H is 
Hermitian idempotent. If H is not a Hermitian matrix and H is idempotent, 
then H’ cannot be idempotent. 

3. CONDITIONS FOR AN IDEMPOTENT MATRIX 

Khatri [l] has established the following: 

LEMMA 5. Let H,, H,,..., H, and H = Ckzl Hi be n X n matrices. Now 

consider the conditions 

(a) Hz = Hi for all i, 

(b) HiHj = 0 for all i f j, 

(c) Hz = H, 

(d) P(H)=C~=~P(H~), ad 
(e) eitherp(Hf)=P(H,) or trHi=p(Hi) foralli. 
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Then 

(i) (a) and (b) d all conditions, 
(ii) (a) and (c) 2 all conditions, 

(iii) (b), (c) and (e) =. all condition.s, and 
(iv) (c) and (d) j all conditions. 

Khatri [2] considered the situation (a) and (d) for Hermitian matrices 

H,, Hz,..., H,. In this case, he established 

LEMMA 6. Let H,, H,, . . . , H, be Hermitian idempotent matrices and 

Ck_ I p( Hi) = p(H) with H = lCf= 1 Hi. Then the product of the nonzero eigen- 

values of H is IIIx.,( H) Q 1, and the equality holds iff H2 = H or H,H, = 0 

for all i Z j. 

In this note, we try to delete the condition of Hermitian matrices. For this, 
we establish 

THEOREM 2. Let H be an n X n matrix such that p(H) = tr H. Then 

tr( H2H ‘H *) > p(H), and the equality holds iff H2 = H. 

Proof. Let H be an n x n matrix of rank t. Then we can write 

H=BC and H’=C*(CC*)p’(B*B)-‘B*=C’Bt, 

where C and B are t x n and n x t matrices of rank t. Let Y = I, - CB. 
Then trY=t-trCB=t-trH=O and so trY*=O. Now, HH’= 

B(B*B)-‘B* and so 

= B(B*B) -lB* - BY(B*B) -lB* - B(B*B) -'Y*B* 

+ BY(B*B) -'(BY)** 

Hence, on account of BY( B *B) - ‘(BY )* being positive semidefinite, we get 

tr(H2HtH*)= t +tr{ BY(B*B) -‘(BY)*} 2 t, 

and the equality holds iff BY = 0 or B = HB or H2 = H. This proves the 
required result. n 
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NOTE 5. Let H be a Hermitian matrix. Then H2H ‘H * = Hz and if 
p(H) = tr H, then tr Hz > p(H), and the equality holds iff H is idempotent. 

THEOREM 3. 

(a) Let H be an n X n matrix such that the nonzero eigenvalues of H are 

real and tr H = p(H) = p( H ‘). Then tr H2 > p(H), and the equality holds iff 

A..(H)= 1. 

(b) Let H be an n X n matrix such that the nonzero eigenvalues of H are 

real and positive, and trH = p(H) = p(H2). Then nA.,( H) < 1, and the 

equality holds iff X&H) = 1. 

Proof. (a): Let h I, A,, . . . , X, be the nonzero eigenvalues of H, with 
t = p(H) on account of p(H)= p(H2). Now p(H) = trH implies 

and f: (TY~-X)~>,O 
i=l 

and the equality holds iff Xi = 1 for all i = 1,2,. . . , t. 
(b): Now, since the Xi’s are positive, we have 

and the equality holds iff A, = 1 for all i = 1,2,. . . , k. This proves Theorem 3. 

NOTE 6. Notice that the nonzero eigenvalues 
cannot be idempotent even when the conditions 
satisfied. For example, consider 

of H can be one, but H 
trH=p(H)=p(H2) are 

Then H is nonsingular and h&H) = 1 appears twice. Notice that H is not 
idempotent. In this situation, H is not semisimple. Thus, in Theorem 3, if we 
add the condition that H is semisimple, then we get the idempotency of H if 

h&H)=l. 
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NOTE 7. Let H,, H,, . . . , H, be idempotent matrices, and let H = 

E:_1 Hi. Then H need not be semisimple even if p(H) = X:=1 p(H,). 

(a) For example, let 

. . . 
and H,= 

Then 

i 

. 1 1 

. 1 1 

. . . 

and p( H2) = 1, while p(H) = tr H = 2 = p( HI)+ p( H,). 

(b) ht 

and H2=( _f ;). 

Then. 

is not a semisimple matrix even though 

p(H)=p(H,)+p(H,)=p(H2)=trH. 

NOTE 8. For getting an idempotent makx, Theorem 3 can be rewritten 

as 

THEOREM 3’. 

(a) Let H be a semisimple matrix with real eigenvalues and p(H) = tr H. 

Then trH2 >, p(H), and the equality holds iff H is idempotent. 

(b) Let H be a semisimple matrix with rwnnegative eigenvalues and 

p(H) = tr H. Then nhNE( H) < 1, and the equality holds iff H is idempotent. 

Notice that Theorem 3’(b) generalizes Lemma 6 of Khatri [2] in connec- 
tion with Lavoie’s inequality. 
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NOTE 9. Let A’= (A;, A’s ,..., A;) and B = (B,, B, ,..., Bk) be such 
that Bi is a g-inverse of Ai (or Hi = B,A, is an idempotent matrix of rank Ai) 
for all i = 1,2,. . . , k. Let BA = H, and assume that H is a semisimple with 
nonnegative eigenvalues and p( H ) = Cf= 1 p( A, ) [or p(H) = Cf= 1 p( Hi )]. 
Then nx.,( H) < 1, and the equality holds iff H2 = H or A,B,A j = 0 for all 
i + j. 

If H = BA is semisimple with real eigenvalues and p(H) = Ef+ p( A,), 
then trH2 > p(H) and the equality holds iff H2 = H or A,B,A, = 0 for all 
i # j. 

If H=BA and p(H)=C~=,p(A,), then tr(H2HtH*)>,p(H) and the 
equality holds iff H2 = H or Ai BjA j = 0 for all i # j. Further, if Rank Bi = 
RankAiforall i=1,2,...,k,then A,B,A,=O =j A,B,=Oforall if j,and 
AB is a diagonal idempotent matrix. 

NOTE 10. Let A and B be n X n square matrices such that 

= p(A, B) = p(B). 

This condition is equivalent to A = AB - B = BB -A for any g-inverse B _ of 
B. Let H = AB- and H, = AB ‘. Then p(H) = p(A), and for any nonzero X 

IH - AZ1 = (BBtiB- - XZ( = ((AKB)B’- AZ I= (AB’- hZ( = (Ho - AZ], 

and hence the eigenvalues of H are the same as those of H,, so the 
eigenvalues of H are invariant under any choice of g-inverse Bm of B. In 
particular, if B is idempotent, then the eigenvalues of H are the same as those 
of A. 

Now, we shall give some sufficient conditions on A and B so that 
H = AB- is semisimple with real eigenvalues. 

CONDITION i. Let 

and B be idempotent. Let B = B,B, with B,B, = I, and t = p(B). Let 

(B,,B,)=Bc,, and B,,,= z 
i i 4 

be nonsingular matrices such that Bc2,Bc,, = I,. Then B(,, = B,;,’ and B4B1 = 0. 
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B$HB,,, = B,;AB:( B,B,* ) - I&B- I$,, 

where A, = B,AZ?~(B,B~)-’ and C = B,B-B,. If A is a Hermitian matrix, 
then there exists a nonsingular matrix R such that A, = RD,R -I, where D, 
is a diagonal matrix with real diagonal elements. Let us denote 

Then 

and hence H is semisimpie with real eigenvalues. Notice that the eigenvalues 
of H are the eigenvalues of AB,*(B,B,*)-‘B, ( = AB+B = A). 

CONDITION ii. Let A and B be Hermitian matrices such that p(A, B) = 
p(B). Then p(H) = p(AB-)= p(A). 

(a) Let A be nonnegative definite of rank T. Then p(H) = r. Let us 
denoteA=YY*andZ-AA’=ZZ*,whereY*Z=O, Z*Z=Z,_,,andYis 
an n X r matrix of rank r. Let (Y, Z) = Y,. Then Y0 is nonsingular and 

Now 

andr=p(H)=p(YY*B-)=p(Y*B-).Now,assumethatp(H2)=p(H)=r. 
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Then Y *I? ~ Y is nonsingular and Hermitian for any B _. Under these condi- 
tions, 

with 

A”=Y*B-Y and C=A;lY*B-2. 

Then, using arguments similar to those given for Condition i, we see that H is 
semisimple with real eigenvalues. 

(b) Let B be nonnegative definite of rank t. Let B = YY * and I- BB’ = 

ZZ*, where Y*Z = 0, Z*Z = In_-t, and Y is an n x t matrix of rank t. Let 
Y, = (Y, Z ). Then Y, is nonsingular, 

and 

Y,-‘HY,= (Y,-lH,Yo)(Y,-'BB-Yo)= 
(-2 x 3 

where A, = (Y *Y)-‘Y *AY(Y *Y)-l and C = Y *BZ. Then, arguing as for 
Condition i, we see that H is semisimple with real eigenvalues. For this 
situation, one can refer to Theorem 6.2.2 and Theorem 6.4.2 (ii) of Rao and 
Mitra [3]. 

The above results can be summarized as follows: 

THEOREM 5. Let A be a Hermitian matrix and B be un idempotent 

matrix such that 

Then H is semisimple with real eigenvalues which are the same as those of A. 
If p(A) = p(H) = tr H = trA, then trH2 = trA2 > p(A), and the equality 

holds iff H is idempotent. Further, if A is nonnegative defanite, then 

LIxNE( H) = I&l& A) < 1, and the equality holds iff H is idempotent. 
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(a) Zf A is nonnegative definite and p( H ‘) = p(H), then H is semisimple 

with real eigenvalues. Further, if p(A) = tr H, then tr Hz > p(H) and the 

equality holds iff H is idempotent. 

(b) Zf B is nonnegative definite, then H is semisimple with real eigenval- 

ues. Further, if p(A) = tr H, then tr Hz > p(H), and the equality holds iff H 

is idempotent. Moreover, if A is nonnegative definite and p(A) = tr H, then 

nhNE( H) < 1, and the equality holds iff H is idempotent. 

The author is thankful to Professor C, R. Rao for some comments. 
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